
ASTM Standard F3502 for face masks
announced on Tuesday, February 16
The announcement has been covered by major news outlets and explains a bit more
about what to expect. Notably, this standard, which applies to non-medical face masks,
sets guidelines for breathability and filtration e�iciency, along with requirements for
design, performance, labeling, and user instruction.  
 
- Read More from NBC Here   
- Read More from CNN Here

Understanding the new ASTM standard and how it will impact your purchase decisions is
of utmost importance and having the right face masks available will never be of greater
interest. Arbill's Safety Advisors can help you determine the right masks for your
corporate needs.

Winter Safety Tip:
Snow removal can be strenuous, particularly because
cold weather can be taxing on the body, and can create
the potential for exhaustion, dehydration, back
injuries, or heart attacks, and can increase the risk of
falls.
Take frequent breaks and drink fluids (avoid ca�eine
or alcohol).

  
FR/ARC Rated Rainwear

ANSI Certified. Superior Performance.
Flexible. Lighter Weight. Cooler.
 

  
Lineman Rubber Gloves

Insulating. Flexible. Durable. Tested. Date
Stamped.
 

Remember, according to OSHA 1910.137 (C)(2)(ii) - “insulating equipment shall be
inspected before each day’s use and immediately following any incident that can
reasonably be suspected of having caused damage. Insulating gloves shall be given
an air test, along with the inspection.” Be sure to follow ASTM and NFPA 70E for
additional electrical equipment inspection and maintenance requirements.
 

Dielectric Overboots and Overshoes.
Waterproof. Proven Protection.
Innovative. Convenient. Comfortable. 

Heat and Flame-Resistant. High Temperature Protection. ARC
rated. Comfortable. Durable Mobility.

 
PAC I Hood 

100% Nomex White

 
PBI PAC I

Lenzing Light Brown (2 ply)

It is essential that our suppliers are there
to support our needs, and Arbill always is.
This kind of customer service will
continue to propel Arbill as the leader in
the safety industry.

- Auto Parts Manufacturer

800-523-5367 | Arbill.com
10450 Drummond Road, Philadelphia, PA 19154
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